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Abstract: The high-efficiency video coder (HEVC) is one of the most
advanced techniques used in growing real-time multimedia applications today.
However, they require large bandwidth for transmission through bandwidth,
and bandwidth varies with different video sequences/formats. This paper
proposes an adaptive information-based variable quantization matrix (AI-
VQM) developed for different video formats having variable energy levels.
The quantization method is adapted based on video sequence using statistical
analysis, improving bit budget, quality and complexity reduction. Further,
to have precise control over bit rate and quality, a multi-constraint prune
algorithm is proposed in the second stage of the AI-VQM technique for
pre-calculating K numbers of paths. The same should be handy to self-
adapt and choose one of the K-path automatically in dynamically changing
bandwidth availability as per requirement after extensive testing of the
proposed algorithm in the multi-constraint environment for multiple paths
and evaluating the performance based on peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR),
bit-budget and time complexity for different videos a noticeable improvement
in rate-distortion (RD) performance is achieved. Using the proposed AI-
VQM technique, more feasible and efficient video sequences are achieved
with less loss in PSNR than the variable quantization method (VQM)
algorithm with approximately a rise of 10%–20% based on different video
sequences/formats
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1 Introduction

The fast-growing need for real-time multimedia applications in the field of real-time data transfer
with ultra-high-definition (HD) video quality and speed has stimulated the need for high-efficiency
video coding H.265/HEVC standard. ITU-T forms a Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-
VC), ISO/IEC and Video Coding Expert Group (VCEG) in 2013 to accomplish the increased demand
of HEVC standard [1–3]. The development of HEVC leads to a decrease in the use of bandwidth
as compared to predecessors’ techniques of video coding standards H.264/AVC (Advanced Video
Coding) [4,5]. HEVC/H.265 provides a significant amount of improvement in compression and quality
of video sequence for different applications such as broadcasting high-definition video data over
TV and mobile channels. The computational complexity of HEVC is increased to balance between
quality and compression of a video sequence. Researchers have developed several algorithms to achieve
highly compressed good-quality videos with controlled complexity [6–8]. In H.265/HEVC model, each
portion is improved compared to the previously developed H.264/AVC coding standard, including
block partitioning, transform, and quantization methods [9–13].

HEVC is frame partitioning used for code tree unit (CTU) structure forming, which replaced
the Marco-block structure of its predecessors H.264/AVC. In HEVC, CTU size can vary from
16 × 16 to 64 × 64, and each CTU is partitioned into four sub-blocks [14]. Motion estimation plays
a major role in video coding and is responsible for 50% complexity of the encoders [15,16]. For
controlling the complexity of encoders, a content-based coding unit partition is performed for
optimizing structure, providing a large number of bits-budget and encoding time saving, improving
the overall complexity of coder [17,18]. Quantization parameter played an important role in reducing
complexity and maintaining the best quality with the lowest bit-budget. In previously developed
video coders, the quantization parameter is set, considering the human visual system for enhancing
the subjective quality of encoder output [19]. In HEVC, two quantization schemes are considered
firstly, frame-dependent quantization and secondly frame independent quantization. In the case of
Frame independent, approach a standard quantization matrix used for each coding block of residual
frames. In the frame-dependent approach, quantization parameters are developed according to the
properties of the residual Frame, known as the adaptive quantization method [20–22]. In this work bit
budget control by both frame dependent adaptive quantization strategy and multi constraint pruning,
combination of both techniques differentiate this algorithm from the existing algorithms. In this work,
more emphasis is given to Frame dependent method. The main objective of work to develop a common
method which is suitable for fast motion and slow motion video sequence. Another goal of this work
is to reduce the bit budget of video sequence without loss in quality. The paper is organized as follows.
First, the literature review is discussed in Section 2. Then Section 3 presents the proposed method. In
Section 4, the experimental results are shown. Finally, the conclusion is discussed in Section 5.

2 Literature Review

The adaptive quantization method using 35 intra-prediction angles and the size of transform
units (TU’s) in HEVC is discussed by the author [22]. In this method, the user has more flexibility
regarding the quantization parameter selection, but it applies only to the residuals obtained in intra-
prediction mode. For further enhancement in the subjective quality of the HEVC encoder, a block-
level adaptive quantization method is used. The author proposed an adaptive block-level quantization
method to quantize each type of block individually by reducing bit budget and complexity [23]. There
are numerous coding tools for enhancing the coding efficiency of HEVC among all recent transform
coding technique increases the efficiency of HEVC with variable block sizes [24]. Quantization
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parameter directly varies with the residual signal. N-level quantization coefficient is transformed at N-
levels, and this N-level quantization is performed according to the scanning order of coefficients [25].
By soft thresholding approach, quantization transformation of variable blocks is done with energy
and improved reconstructed signal efficiency [26]. The performance of HEVC coding is improved
by the structure similarity index-based quantization method [27]. The author [28] proposes an
adaptive quantization method for HEVC based on the previously encoded residual block’s statistically
computed data.

Many researchers purposed different rate distortion (RD) optimization techniques with adaptive
quantization methods to reduce bit-budget with low complexity. RD optimization techniques modify
the rate-distortion coefficients so that a targeted bit-budget with reduced system complexity is achieved
[29,30]. Authors proposed [31,32] an idea to compute the RD cost of quantized coefficients in place
of real coefficients for reducing the heavy load of computation. Further, to improve rate-distortion
optimization, quantization up to a level can be done using the encoder’s RD optimization technique
complexity. Adversely from the existing literature survey on quantization parameter effect on the
quality and bit budget control, the present work provides a method of reducing complexity without
any loss in quality [33–43]. The proposed adaptive information-based variable quantization method
(AI-VQM) is integrated with a multi-constraint pruning algorithm, reducing the paths from a set
of pre-computed paths and reducing complexity by maintaining the quality of the reconstructed
video frame. In Multi constraint based pruning only those paths are selected which satisfied the
rate and distortion condition and other one is rejected. Paths which satisfied the both condition in
single path provides quality of service in next generation network. Our proposed method depends
upon the compression factor, and the compression factor varies with input video sequences. Using
this compression factor variation strategy, the purposed method is more suitable for a different
class of variable resolution video sequences. The proposed algorithm using constrained-based pruned
algorithms reduces complexity to control RD cost compared to traditional RD optimization.

3 Proposed Work

With the development of H.264/AVC, HEVC with different parameters played an appropriate
role in the encoding process of video streams like minimum and maximum size of coding unit, level
of frame partition, quantization parameter, search range frame rate and motion estimation technique
to control the bit-budget of input video sequences. In H.265/HEVC, the coding tree unit (CTU) is the
core unit layer; this core unit’s size is always larger than the basic coding layer unit called macroblocks
in the previous encoder. The large size of the coding unit is responsible for the complex structure of
the quadtree and increases the encoder’s complexity. To control the encoder’s complexity, numerous
researches are carried out in this stage, pruning of quadtree is required for saving more bits. There
are several pruning techniques adopted for saving a bit of budget with some acceptable amount in
degradation in quality in several research articles.

In this study, a considerable number of efforts have been made to reduce the encoder’s com-
plexity by developing a smart quadtree structure using soft computing techniques. This smart
quadtree reduces the encoder’s complexity by stopping the irrelevant information at an early stage
and transmitting the relevant information for further processing during tree formation improves
the quality and bit budget. A modified quadtree structure gives more precise information about
the edges than the previous quadtree formation strategy. This modification in HEVC architecture
provides a suitable enhancement in performance parameters. This smart quadtree structure strategy
is introduced in modified HEVC architecture, as shown in Fig. 1. Among different coding steps of
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HEVC, inter prediction is most computation concentrated due to the presence of motion estimation
and compensation part. The goal of motion estimation is to search for candidate blocks in a previously
decoded Frame with a block matching algorithm. These algorithms are responsible for motion vectors
by extracting motion activity from the input video frame [11] and providing residual error information
depending upon the number of motion vectors generated during motion estimation and compensation.
In the modified architecture of HEVC, an exhaustive motion estimation search algorithm is used to
find more precise motion information by using a motion vector. In this modified architecture multi
constraint pruning play a key role to control the bit budget of reconstructed video sequence. This
pruning technique prune the paths which does not satisfy the multi constraint condition.

Figure 1: The modified architecture of HEVC using the proposed AI-VQM technique and
multi-constraint prune algorithm [1,2]

Similarly, the quantization parameter (QP) plays a major role in saving a large bit of budget for
controlling residual information. High quality and a smaller number of bits saving in the opposite high
value of quantization parameter are responsible for more bits saving and some degradation in quality
[12] achieved due to low value of QP. Degradation in quality is avoided using variable quantization
(VQM), which provides a low value quantization parameter to high information regions and vice-
versa. Anyhow computational complexity is increased to find the optimum value of quantization
parameter for different classes of a video sequence. An AI-VQM technique is inducted in the
standard architecture of HEVC, as shown in Fig. 1, to avoid computational complexity. Adaptive
quantization is classified into two types, i.e., forward and backward adaptation. Input video sequences
are adaptatively adjusted according to the quantization parameter in forwarding adaptation.

On the other hand-coded output of the system is adjusted according to the quantization parameter
in backward adaption. Comprehensively it is stated that adaptive quantization means to adjust the
quantization parameter dynamically with variable classes of video sequences [22,23]. In the proposed
work AI-VQM method, a compression factor is calculated depending upon the current Frame and
reconstructed Frame. Compression factor adaptively changes with different classes of video sequences.
A small value of compression factor is adaptively adjusted for the high motion activity portion, and
a large value is adjusted for the motionless portion of the video frame. Overall, the suppression of
information level depends upon the dynamic compression factor.
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3.1 Model of VQM

In the VQM block level quantization parameter method, different quantization parameters are
fixed for each type of block for a video sequence. Information level of blocks may vary according to a
different class of video sequences, and each class of video sequences required a new set of quantization
parameters.

It is necessary to understand the bit budget requirement for the VQM technique to analyze the
block-level quantization method. However, the rate (R) and distortion (D) bits are responsible for the
total budget for video sequences. A generalized rate bit budget can be expressed by Eq. (1).

R = n × m
ln 2

(
− (1 − er) ln (1 − er) + r

sin hr
− er ln (sin hr)

)
(1)

where,

m × n Video frame dimension,

r = rate constant

The predicted rate is a function of ‘r’ and can be expressed as Eq. (2)

r = K × 2
(QP−4)

6

MSE
√

π
(2)

where K is the total number of coefficients in a macroblock or CU. From Eq. (1), it is observed that ‘R’
appears more sensitive to a quantization parameter (QP) as compared to mean-square-error (MSE). In
the block-based quantization method, a different quantization parameter is used for different types of
blocks. Using the quadtree strategy, it is found that the small size of blocks having more information as
compared to the large size of blocks. In the considering of the above strategy Eq. (2) can be rewritten for
the block-based quantization method using a different value of quantization parameter for different
size of blocks as follows:

r64×64 = K64×64 × 2(QP64×64−4)/6

MSE64×64

√
π

(3)

r32×32 = K32×32 × 2(QP32×32−4)/6

MSE32×32

√
π

(4)

r16×16 = K16×16 × 2(QP16×16−4)/6

MSE16∗16

√
π

(5)

r8×8r8×8 = K8×8 × 2(QP8×8−4)/6

MSE8×8

√
π

(6)

r4×4 = K4×4 × 2(QP4×4−4)/6

MSE4×4

√
π

(7)

For block-level quantization method, rate function ‘r’ in Eq. (2) can be rewritten as

rVQM = r64×64 + r32×32 + r16×16 + r8×8 + r4×4 (8)

Putting the value of rVQM in Eq. (1) and rate equation is rewritten as

RVQM = n × m
ln 2

(− (1 − erVQM ) ln(1 − erVQM ) + rVQM

sin hrVQM

− erVQM ln(sin hrVQM)) (9)
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The cost function of the block-level quantization method (JVQM) can be expressed as

JVQM (cost) = DVQM + λRVQM (10)

where cost is calculated with the help of cost function JVQM in variable quantization method.

In the above block-level quantization method, the system’s complexity is increased for finding
out the optimal value of the quantization parameter for each type of block size. This optimum value
is not suitable for each class of video sequences because each type of blocks’ information level is
changed with video sequences and again finds out the optimum value of quantization parameter for
a different video sequence. To avoid finding out the optimal value of the quantization parameter, an
adaptive information-based quantization method is developed to meet the requirement of various
video sequences.

3.2 Proposed Model of AI-VQM Technique

A quality control algorithm has been implemented in the proposed model for high-resolution
video transmission. The main focus for this advanced modification in the HEVC encoder is to
reduce complexity with large bit saving and maintaining the objective and subjective quality of the
reconstructed video sequence. In HEVC structure, better video quality is achieved using efficient
utilization of soft computing based quadtree structure combined with adaptive information based
variable quantization method (AI-VQM) strategy in a multi-constraint prune environment. In soft
computing-based partitioning of the Frame, the low-frequency region is determined with more
granularity than the high-frequency region and forms an advanced smart quadtree structure. We
divided the largest coding unit into small-small units based on edge information on coding tree blocks
in the quadtree decomposition method. If edge information on residual prediction blocks (Eri) is
greater than the pre-computed threshold value (Eth), then by using the soft computing method, the
coding unit (CU) blocks are further considered as prediction units (PU) and transform units (TU)
otherwise same CU is consider as a leaf of the tree representation. Similarly, the same methodology is
applied to 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16 and 32 × 32 size, and the complete tree is formed so that a wide range
of quadtree depth exists as compared to H.264/AVC [4,5]. In our proposed work, threshold value Eth
adaptively fixed according to video sequence using soft computing technique and decided that whether
CU is further spitted or not.

Er (32×32) = 1
m × n

m∑
i=0

n∑
j=0

r2
i,j (11)

If Eth < Eri condition is satisfied, then E is further divided into the Er(16×16) and so on. By adopting
this method, an optimized graph is formed with reduced complexity and bit budget. Bit budget can
be further reduced by using motion estimation algorithms and to find out the motion activity in
a predicted frame to construct the residual Frame. The residual energy of residual Frame of few
low frequencies and high-frequency coefficients is applied using discrete cosine transform (DCT) in
Transform Unit (TU). These transformed coefficients have large magnitude coefficients in the low-
frequency region and small magnitude coefficients in the high-frequency region. Therefore, more
information is concentrated in the low-frequency region as compared to the high-frequency region.
As discussed above, in quadtree formation, the high-frequency region represents a large block, and
the low-frequency region represented the block’s small size.

Further control in bit budget and complexity, AI-VQM technique is the used-on basis of informa-
tion levels of blocks which varies according to the resolution of the video stream. The proposed method
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forward adaptation method is used at the encoder side, and simultaneously adaptation coefficients
are transferred to the decoder side to reconstruct the original sequence. There are several methods
used to perform the adaptive quantization method in video compression. In this method moving and
stationary portion of the input video sequence is analysis on the basis of variance and both portion is
quantized accordingly. This methodology provides the high quality and large bit budget saving. This
work variance-dependent adaptive quantization method is used in a multi-constraint environment
for video stream compression due to its low-frequency pass nature, based on a statistical analysis of
variance. Variance analysis of input sequence can be expressed as Eq. (12).

VC = 1
N

N∑
i=1

(xi − xi)
2 (12)

where xi is the pixel value at ith position, xi is the mean value of all the pixels in the block, and ‘N’ is the
total number of pixels in the blocks, and ‘V’ represents the variance of the block. Similarly, variance
output of current block and reconstructed blocks is represented in Eqs. (13) and (14).

VC = 1
NC

NC∑
i=1

(xic − xic)
2 (13)

VR = 1
NR

NR∑
i=1

(xiR − xiR)
2 (14)

Residual signal Eri is represented by the variance difference of current and reconstructed blocks
shown in Eq. (15).

Eri = 1
NC

NC∑
i=1

(xic − xic)
2 − 1

NR

NR∑
i=1

(xiR − xiR)
2 (15)

The compression factor (CF) calculated according to Eq. (16) using Eqs. (13) and (14).

CF = VC − VR

max(VC, VR)
(16)

Vc is the variance of the current block, and VR is the variance of the reconstructed block. The
compression factor varies with the variance of the blocks of a different class of video sequence.
Variance output provides smoothness in the signal because it provides the low-frequency coefficients
at the output side.

In comparing the block-level quantization method in the variance-dependent method, there is no
need to find out quantization parameters for different types of video sequences. In variance dependent
method, residual error signal varies according to computed compression factor, and this compression
factor varies with the different classes of video sequences. It is observed that value of quantization
parameter varies accordingly with compression factor. So that more will be the value of compression
factor means more smoothness and high quantization factor is required and vice versa.

JAI−VQM (cost) = DAI−VQM + λRAI−VQM (17)

JAI−VQM (cost) < JVQM (cost) (18)

From the above observation, the proposed adaptive quantization method’s cost function is always
less than the variable quantization method and is represented by Eq. (18).
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3.3 AI-VQM Technique in Multi-Constraint Pruned Environment

To further control this computation and bit budget requirement, A∗ prune algorithm is proposed
along with the above method and pruning the pre-computed shortest paths based on multi constraints
parameters. At this stage, the problem becomes the constraint-based, and we convert this constraint-
based problem into unconstraint problem using Lagrangian optimization techniques. In Lagrangian
optimization, at a particular value of Lagrangian coefficient gives the best optimum paths based on
bit budget.

Overall in our proposed work efforts are taken to the optimization of selected paths with the
help of an AI-VQM technique by suppression of non-informative portion as compare to informative
portion and developed high resolution and highly bit saving algorithm. Finally, algorithm output pro-
vides k-optimized paths having different bit budget under multi constraint environment. These multi
constraint-based multiple paths fulfil the demands of user in different domain of video compression. A
comparative analysis is done between AI-VQM based multiple paths and VQM based multiple paths
in the multi-constraint environment.

Based on the bit budget, a closed loop graph G = (N, E) is formed with multiple paths from source
(S) node to the destination node (D). In this graph ‘N’ will be set of nodes and ‘E’ will be the set of
links and each link (i, j) belongs to ‘E’ associated with quality of service parameter.

In multi constraint shortest path (MCSP) problem k-shortest paths are found out based on length
of the path, sometime this length called the cost of the path from the source node (s) to the destination
node (D). If K is number of paths in the network and ‘Cr’ is the number of constraints associated with
each path, MCSP written as

Wr (p (S, D)) =
∑

(i,j)∈p(S,D)

Wr (i, j) ≤ Cr (S, D) (19)

where r = 1, 2, 3 . . . R.

Now A∗ search combines with proper pruning technique and to get A∗ prune algorithm which
is most suitable for solving the MCSP problem. This MCSP under modified A∗ Prune algorithm
grows a candidate path list in such a manner the most likely shortest feasible paths extended first.
Extended paths that violate the constraints condition are pruned from the candidate list. This pruning
strategy of A∗ algorithm reduces the complexity and bit budget of the proposed algorithm. In A∗
prune algorithm minimum cost path is find, those satisfy the constraints condition. This algorithm
provides best results under more than one constraints condition. It is observed that this algorithm will
be optimal and complete.

3.4 Rate-Distortion Analysis Using AI-VQM

R-D cost plays a major role inappropriate mode decisions in HEVC. The appropriate mode is
the good combination of bit budget of rate and the distortion in the path. The video sequence’s Bit
budget is calculated after passing the sequence through transform, quantization, and entropy coding
stage, similarly distortion estimated with the difference of current Frame, and reconstructed Frame
using a feedback loop. By reducing the computation complexity of the encoder, increases the data
transmission speed of the encoder.

Therefore, RD cost depends on the information present in the particular Frame and simultane-
ously optimizes the different HEVC coder parameters.
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In the proposed work, a considerable amount of effort has been done to reduce the RD cost
using a modified A∗ Prune algorithm with the AI-VQM technique. The proposed algorithm using AI-
VQM reduced the bit budget for residual information and simultaneously pruning algorithm prunes
infeasible partial paths at an early stage, which are not satisfied with the multi-constraint condition.
The aggressive pruning, modified in the architecture of the HEVC, explores the fast network and
excellent saving in the big-budget, which is shown in Fig. 1. Further, using Lagrangian optimization
provides the best combination of the rate and distortion and provides the rate-distortion optimized
multi constraint-based video sequences. In this work beauty of lagrangian function is to satisfy the both
rate and distortion condition with achieve the less bit budget objective of work. Finally, this work’s
outcomes provide enormous savings in bit budget and maintain the quality of the transmitted video
sequence. Simulation of different resolution video sequences using AI-VQM and pruning technique
provides various multiple paths for multiple video compression applications.

4 Result and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of the proposed AI-VQM algorithm, we test it on the latest encoder
H.265/HEVC and simulate using MATLAB software. Three different classes of video sequences
with different resolutions and characteristics are tested on the same encoder with the proposed
algorithm. Variable quantization method (VQM) configuration, and proposed AI-VQM configuration
approaches are tested and compared using MATLAB simulation.

Rate-distortion performance is evaluated in terms of bit budget and PSNR where the negative sign
for bit budget and a positive sign for PSNR represent performance gains over the VQM algorithm.
From the Tab. 1, it can be seen that AI-VQM method achieve −24.04% bit-budget and −1.48% time
saving on average as compared with the standard VQM, method and 3.45 dB PSNR gain in case
of high definition park joy video sequence with resolution 3840 × 2160 pixel. It can be seen from
above Tab. 1 that proposed algorithm outperform as compare to standard VQM at different motion
activity of video sequences. Tab. 2 shows the results of crowd run high definition video sequences
having a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixel. In this table, the proposed method achieves −30.61% average
bit budget and −6.79% time-saving, 2.96 dB average PSNR gain as compare to VQM.

Table 1: Performance parameter analysis of class A (Park joy) video sequence with the effect of VQM
and AI-VQM optimization with multi constraints are R = 500, D = 5000

P RVQM RAIV−QM DVQM DAIV−QM TbVQM TbAIV−QM TVQM TAIV−QM PSNRVQM PSNRAIV−QM

1 102 218 4610 2375 4712 3593 41.24 40.56 29.86 32.73
2 117 227 4601 2370 4718 3597 42.39 41.10 29.86 32.73
3 129 237 4592 2382 4720 3585 43.44 42.05 29.87 32.73
4 138 243 4585 2340 4723 3583 44.47 42.34 29.89 32.73
5 158 251 4575 2331 4733 3582 45.50 43.55 26.93 32.73

Avg. 128 234 4592 1351 4721 3586 43.40 41.92 29.28 32.73
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Table 2: Performance parameter analysis of class B (Crowd run) video sequence with the effect of
VQM and AI-VQM optimization with multi constraints R = 500, D = 5000

P RVQM RAIV−QM DVQM DAIV−QM TBVQM TbAIV−QM TVQM TAIV−QM PSNRVQM PSNRAIV−QM

1 103 154 4715 2188 4818 3342 43.68 37.51 31.69 34.73
2 112 164 4710 2179 4822 3343 44.80 37.78 31.69 34.73
3 124 179 4701 2167 4825 3346 45.10 38.10 31.83 34.73
4 129 199 4698 2152 4827 3351 45.10 38.40 31.83 34.73
5 137 215 4693 2141 4830 3356 45.70 38.65 31.85 34.73

Avg. 121 182 4703 2165 4824 3347 44.87 38.08 31.77 34.73

Tab. 3 shows the results of the old city for a mobile domain with resolution 1280 × 720 p. It is
observed that the proposed method achieve −34.27% bit budget and −2.1% time saving with 1.34 dB
improvement in PSNR gain. To better understanding the behaviour of the proposed algorithm, it
is necessary to understand the criteria of selection of quantization parameters. In the case of the
VQM algorithm, it is a complex task to calculate the quantization parameter for a different class of
video sequences. In the case of the proposed method, a non-informative portion of the video sequence
suppressed according to the compression factor, which varies according to the variance of a different
class of video sequences. Multi-constrained pruned algorithm and smart quadtree reduced the time
complexity of the proposed AI-VQM algorithm as compared to VQM algorithm. Form Tabs. 1–3, it is
observed that the proposed algorithm gives improved results for different resolution video sequences.
In the proposed algorithm with the use of the smart quadtree, motion activity region find out more
precisely and assign more bits to this region as compared to VQM algorithm and enhanced the PSNR
value. Figs. 1, 3 and 5 shows the quadtree structure using the variable quantization method (VQM) and
Figs. 2, 4 and 6, 7 shows the quadtree structure using the proposed AI-VQM technique. From the two
sets of the quadtree structure, it is concluded that in the case of AI-VQM motion activity is find out in
a more granular way by forming the quadtree structure up to a high level. A higher level of quadtree
formation increased the bit budget, to overcome this problem proposed algorithm integrated into multi
constraint pruned environment and reduce the bit budget. In HEVC levels of quad tree structure is
increased, by this motion activity in video frame found more accurately. It is observed that if more
number of bit budget allocate to the motion activity good quality of output video sequence achieved.
It is also observed that if there is number of levels is increased, complexity of the system is increased.
To reduce the complexity of purposed algorithm, MCSP used with A∗Prune algorithm and pruned
the paths that violate the constraint condition.

Table 3: Performance parameter analysis of fast motion class C (Old city) video sequence with the
effect of and AI-VQM optimization with multi constraints R = 500, D = 2000

P RVQM RAIV−QM DVQM DAIV−QM TBVQM TbAIV−QM TVQM TAIV−QM PSNRVQM PSNRAIV−QM

1 127 284 1426 942 1553 1226 45.81 45.09 34.27 35.61
2 139 292 1424 938 1562 1230 46.98 46.17 34.27 35.61

(Continued)
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Table 3: Continued
P RVQM RAIV−QM DVQM DAIV−QM TBVQM TbAIV−QM TVQM TAIV−QM PSNRVQM PSNRAIV−QM

3 144 310 1420 933 1564 1243 48.13 46.90 34.27 35.61
4 156 319 1413 927 1569 1246 50.10 47.10 34.27 35.61
5 168 327 1407 923 1575 1250 52.02 47.28 34.27 35.61
Avg. 146 306 1418 932 1564 1239 48.60 46.50 34.27 35.61

Figure 2: Original and reconstructed frame with quadtree structure of optimal path (bit budget, PSNR)
using VQM algorithm for HD video sequences of pak joy

All tests were run on a 2016 Laptop with a Quad-Core i3-2.60 GHz CPU and 4 GB memory.
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Figure 3: Original and reconstructed frame with quadtree structure of optimal path (bit budget, PSNR)
using AI-VQM algorithm for HD video sequences park joy

Figure 4: Original and reconstructed frame with quadtree structure of optimal path (bit budget, PSNR)
using VQM algorithm for HD video sequences of crowd run
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Figure 5: Original and reconstructed frame with quadtree structure of optimal path (bit budget, PSNR)
using AI-VQM algorithm for HD video sequences of crowd run

Figure 6: Original and reconstructed frame with quadtree structure of optimal path (bit budget, PSNR)
using the VQM algorithm for HD video sequences of the old city
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Figure 7: Original and reconstructed frame with quadtree structure of most optimal path (bit budget,
PSNR) using AI-VQM algorithm for HD video sequences

5 Conclusion

HEVC is the most efficient adoption of real-time, high-quality digital video content multimedia
applications. In this paper, different quantization parameters are required for various classes of videos.
The proposed AI-VQM has been developed for making it more feasible and efficient video sequences
are achieved for multiple paths based on bit-budget, quality and reduced complexity with less loss
in PSNR. Therefore, it is concluded that the proposed algorithm is more efficient than the existing
algorithm in respect of different performance parameters. It is also concluded that HEVC provides
the high quality of video sequence at the cost of high bit budget. In this work proposed algorithm
create a balance between the bit budget and quality of video sequence.

The proposed method can be combined with different artificial intelligence and machine learning
techniques for making it more efficient and computational in real-time applications. In machine
learning by using compact convolution neural network and reconstruction neural network strategies
may be used for high compression and high quality output video sequence. These soft computing
techniques are used for quadtree generation in proposed algorithm and saving large amount of bit
budget.
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